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among us is a single-player point-and-click adventure game that has you
solving puzzles in a mysterious town. in the game, you play the role of a

young man looking for his father, in a town where the doors to each house
have a different color. to solve the puzzles, you will have to find objects or

combine objects to open doors. this is a collection of pc games that are free
to download and play. the games are listed in alphabetical order by

developer, with the exception of those marked by an asterisk (*), which are
ordered by the date they were added to the humble store. the titles marked
with a double dagger (‡) are available in all countries, while those marked

with a dagger (†) are only available in north america. the games marked with
a black cross (†) are only available as part of a bundle, and all of them have
been retired. this is a collection of pc games that are free to download and

play. the games are listed in alphabetical order by developer, with the
exception of those marked with an asterisk (*), which are ordered by the date
they were added to the humble store. the titles marked with a double dagger

(‡) are available in all countries, while those marked with a dagger (†) are
only available in north america. the games marked with a black cross (†) are
only available as part of a bundle, and all of them have been retired. zynga

has been committed to developing mobile social games that foster close
relationships between players for over 10 years. we believe that games that

bring people together are incredibly fun, entertaining, and memorable.
whether you’re playing “words with friends” or “battleship,” we all want to
connect with our friends and feel like we’re part of something bigger than

ourselves.
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the people behind this award-winning
musical app were inspired by

traditional folk instruments, and
wanted to create a new guitar for
modern musicians. guitar music
maker uses accelerometers and

location to take advantage of your
surroundings, and lets you create

music using real instruments in real
time. daringly bold, daringly brilliant:

that’s what this game of epic
proportions called fortnite is all

about. it was developed entirely in a
small group of developers in a real-
time format, so that the destruction
of a building or other object would

ripple throughout the landscape. and
it’s working. the latest version of the
game launched this week with a one-

time update and has logged more
than 38 million users. last year’s

surprise hit of the year, epic games’
fortnite, was a unique and ambitious
high school battle royale game. over
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the summer, the game went on to
dominate the summer playtime of
millions of kids. this installment of

our indie success story series takes
us to mainland china and the world’s
largest gaming market. its population

boasts a larger online gaming
population than the united states,

and there are more than 120 million
mobile gamers in china, according to

a report published by industry-
leading app analytics company

sensor tower. game creators have
been baking on their macs since the

early days of the mac app store.
today, you’ll find many brilliant

games on your mac that haven’t
been available in the mac app store.
lumafusion includes more than 125

world-class video effects and
products to make your videos stand
out from the rest. toca kitchen is an

amazing new cooking app that
includes over 100 recipes and fun

activities. peggle blast has the best-
looking and best-feeling gameplay of
any game in its genre. want more?
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